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Alpha's Seal: An MM Mpreg Romance (The Blood Legacy Chronicles Book 7)
Percy No way was I going to marry someone just because my father said I had to. I was an adult. I could do what I wanted. But not according to my Alpha Father. Apparently, he’d meticulously arranged this marriage for me. I couldn’t fathom why he would do such a thing. Curious about the alpha, I snuck up behind him. But he caught me. I ran as fast as my little legs could carry me, but in the end he had the endurance and I didn't. I feared this was the end. Jeff A wolf and a rabbit? Ha! That’s a good one. I
scoffed as my father informed me about my betrothed. This was a joke, right? I mean, I eat rabbits for breakfast and now you’re telling me that I’d be mated to one? That was the best laugh I’d had in a long while. Then I saw my Alpha Father’s dead-set eyes and I stopped laughing. Wait? This isn’t some kind of twisted April Fool’s joke? I was sure this was going to turn out terrible, but I went to the ball our parents set up. We were both from upper-crust society, so it was expected. I expected to have a nice
dinner, maybe some dancing and then a nice, heart-to-heart talk with his Alpha Father where we could clear up this little…misunderstanding. What I didn’t expect was for him and our babies to be kidnapped. This 15k word story contains an HEA, Mpreg, and babies at the end. Cute babies. Insufferable little tykes that get into all sorts of trouble.
Ages ago, the gods locked away a dangerous, powerful people... but the seal has been broken. The Blood Legacy Chronicles is an mpreg shifter series like you've never seen before. The adventurous journey begins in book one where the portal that separates our realm from that of Fae is broken. Over the course of the series, the legacy pack is slowly brought together and given the monumental task of fixing the rift and saving our world before the Fae come back to beguile, trick, maim and kill. A beguiling
mix of fun, fantasy, friendship and family, this series will take your breath away. This bundle contains all seven books in this best selling series--all books are fully re-edited, freshly formatted, and guaranteed to give a serious case of the feels. Four brand-new, never been seen epilogues are included to show you what happened in the years after the ending. Note: this series is a spinoff from The Northern Pines Den from the same author. Included:Alpha's Dream -- Seer Clark and Dreamwalker Kent have
always known that they were meant to be mates. From their fumbling first time to seeing their powers enfold, you'll fall in love with this "super duo"... and their trio of superbabies. Omega Found -- A halfling omega and his petite Irish alpha fox will charm you and keep you guessing. Omega's Destiny -- The twins of the super duo from book one, Peter and Parker have been having a secret affair. Little did they know they were jumping the gun on what fate had in store for them. The "spideymen" are
entrusted with a precious artifact when visiting the phoenix that will put a temporary fix on the portal. Alpha's Dom -- Efficient Jun is an omega dom who isn't quite sure what to do with the large, african alpha that he's been gifted by the fates. As for Tau, his lion patiently adores his feisty, little red panda. Alpha's Charm -- This is an mmm. Cody, Ansh and Kontar have to try and stop the evil, unseelie prince who has slipped into our realm and has plans of his own to take over the world--with the help of a
vampiric monk. Omega's Mark -- May/December. Sweet, shy Dimi finds himself fated to mate the sexy Aussie alpha, Ethan. Together, they have to fix the problem that was unleashed in book five to do their part of the epic quest. Alpha's Seal -- Hippie omega River and Mark, the quiet wolf from Maine have to figure out how to follow the clue and finally repair the rift in the portal--once they learn to trust each other. These books are all intended for 18+ readers only. They contain adults adulting in naughty,
knotty ways and enough potty mouth language to make a sailor blush. Keep an eye out for exhibitionist gargoyles, an adorable phoenix and her faithful brown companion, a powerful goddess, two Fae princes, and a few beloved character appearances from the previous series. This bundle contains the complete series plus bonus epilogues for nearly 200,000 words of fun
With shaking hands, he turned on the bathroom light and stared at himself in the mirror. He couldn't possibly be... they'd used protection every single time! He reached for the waistband of his sweats, but his hand rebelled, landing on his hip instead. What was he going to do? There was no way that Damien was going to be willing to be a part of this. Hell, he'd run all the way to California again. Tommy's lungs burned, and he forced himself to take a deep breath... You never forget your first love... Damien
King has made a decent life for himself as an Alpha firefighter in his hometown. Drinking with the crew of Engine #15 and picking bar fights with men who insult omegas keeps him from thinking about his past. Back in town for a funeral, the last person Tommy Laurence expects to save him from a burning hotel room is his long-lost heartache, Damien. Seeing his old best friend awakens feelings he had sought to forget, or at least they were best friends... until Damien had confessed his love a decade ago.
Damien can scarcely bear to see Tommy, but the attraction is too intense, and he can't seem to stay away. A single steamy night between the two becomes a standing appointment. Damien finds himself torn between the pain of the past and the hope for a future, and when Tommy ends up pregnant, the two can no longer pretend to ignore the deep resentments that exist between them. In this heartwarming 60,000-word gay mpreg romance, Red Hot Daddy, Tommy and Damien rekindle the embers of a
forgotten passion and try to build the flames of a long lasting love - for each other and their baby. Intensely passionate, graphic scenes of alpha-omega sex make this book suitable only for adult readers.
An omega raised as a wealthy human in the lap of luxury... A Harley riding alpha who rules a pack of pot-growing wolves in a commune... what was fate thinking? Sky Blackwood is an omega wolf who's only ever lived a fabulous, all-too-human existence in the wilds of... Beverly Hills. A place where your best friend will smile in your face while stabbing you in the back if there's money or fame involved. His Gramps told him all about fated mates and the old-school shifters who still live in packs, but those were
just stories. Until they aren't. Sold by his family, Sky's saved from the auctioneer's block by Devon-a sexy alpha wolf who looks like surfer Thor, drives an even sexier Harley, and smells like everything Sky never knew he wanted. If fated mates are real, what if all those other stories about packlife are as well? Sky feels like he's on the best adventure ever as he learns to live like a shifter. With Devon's help, he's ready to settle into the peaceful commune life. Only problem? Even paradise can be a camouflage
for something darker. Having grown up among people who hid their evil behind friendly smiles and designer clothes, Sky soon realizes Devon needs help if they're to survive the unseen threat. He's not worried, he was taught to "handle people" from the cradle, a few hippies with criminal intentions shouldn't be too difficult, right? The pack's problems are easy to fix, but his real issue... not so much. What exactly is expected of an omega and how is he supposed to actually do it? Fortunately, his mate's
brothers know a few omegas who are all too happy to help. The West Coast Wolves is an mpreg series about five alphas. A small pack of bikers who spent years riding the highways and helping those in need until fate gave them each a pack to lead. This 78k full-length novel is Devon's story. Prepare yourself for a dual pregnancy, an omega discovering his power, and more giggles than are appropriate during violent scenes. But then again, this is a Susi Hawke book, so what else can you expect?
An Alpha's Heart
Alpha Beta Omega Shifter Romance (Gay Mpreg Omegaverse)
Stealing the Wolf King's Heart: MM Omega Mpreg Romance
A Fort Greene Novel
M/M Omegaverse Gay Shifter Romance
My Harem Academia (Book One)
He shouldn't want his best friend's fianc...After waking up from a four year long coma, so much has changed around Pedro. His best friend sacrificed his life to save their unit. And Pedro can't understand how Jason's omega fianc, Charlie, seems to be over the loss. To make things complicated, the more time Pedro spends around Charlie, the more he sees what Jason loved about him. But would it be a betrayal of his best friend to claim Charlie for himself?Charlie is ready to live again...Charlie has spent four devastating years lamenting the death of his alpha fianc, but he's learned how to handle his heartache
and he knows it's time to move on. So, when newly awakened Pedro insists on consoling him over his loss, he's done. He's worked hard to heal, and he won't let anyone drag him back down. But it quickly becomes clear that there's more to Pedro than meets the eye and as attraction blooms between himself and the wounded alpha, he wonders if he's ready to love again.Pedro and Charlie might be at different places in their grieving, but they both have wounds that no one else can see. And as these friends become closer, they find comfort in one another. But an unexpected complication will make them question
just what they want together. Are they ready to move forward, or are their hearts forever trapped in the past?
"As much as I felt bad for this Elisha person-God, my heart was breaking for the young man and all he'd been through-I was also angry. I'd left that pack in my rearview ten years ago for a good reason."Matthias Longclaw is happy living his life on the back of his beloved Harley with his five best friends and brothers-in-arms at his side. The West Coast Wolves are a rare pack of alphas, made up of unwanted orphans and second-born sons. The packs they were born to may not have wanted them, but they've built a solid family of their own. They help where they can, doing random acts of kindness and expecting
nothing in return, just helping to build a world they want to live in.Then Matt gets a call from an old childhood buddy. He's being called back-begged to return-to reclaim his birthright and save a life in the process. The problem is... to do it, he will have to take a mate. And if he refuses? The omega will die. Torn between his duty to help others and his resentment of his old pack, Matt never expects for Elisha Whitetail to tilt his world and change everything. Can Matt and Elisha rebuild a broken pack while tending to a new love and a growing family while dealing with outside threats from neighboring packs? They're
wolves. Strong, proud, and willing to do what it takes when their community needs them... whatever it takes.This is the first in a new mpreg series about finding joy in a hard world, building family, and discovering that life can surprise a person when they least expect it. Although this world has harsher themes than my previous books, it still has the same heart you'd expect. Plus a dose of my irreverent humor and all the naughty, knotty heat that comes with true mates. It wouldn't be a Susi Hawke book without it. Be sure to read the author's note at the beginning for possible trigger warnings.
Where there's "Smoke", there's bound to be fire. Former SEAL Steve "Smoke" Tannen is finding the transition back to civilian life more of a challenge than he'd expected. Not only is he dealing with the aftereffects of a horrific ordeal overseas, he doesn’t know what normal is anymore. When his former team leader enlists his help in a project to help other vets, Steve doesn't hesitate to sign on with a new team. Samantha Appelhoff dreams of owning her own coffee and bake shop, but a persistent stalker and dark rumors about her past aren't making things easy. When the sexy, chivalrous guy moves in next door,
she plans to keep her distance, but that’s hard to do when he keeps showing up when least expected but always just when she needs him. Are they just nice neighbors or could they be something more than friends? The attraction is instant and their connection is real, but is that enough to convince Steve and Sam they can have their own happy ending?
A secret marriage, a secret baby, and a secret mate–will Owen and Caleb ever find out they are meant to be? Caleb My stepbrother, Owen, is a beautiful, young omega, and I'm going to make him mine. I never thought I would find my omega so close to home. When my mother married his father, Owen became my stepbrother. Now his father's scheming is keeping us apart. I won't allow that. Owen is mine. No one will have him but me. Owen So much has happened since my father married Caleb's mother. We're stepbrothers, but we're so much more. My life is so complicated now. A secret marriage and a secret
baby don't make it any easier for me to figure out what I feel for this gorgeous, domineering alpha. Is this real? Could we be fated for each other, or will my father's threat of an arranged marriage keep me apart from my alpha, the man I love?
The Alpha Wolf's Baby Rabbits
A Season of War
The Devoted Alpha
Country Passion
MM Alpha Omega Fated Mates Mpreg Shifter
Omega's Secret Heartache

Can an ex-soldier reclaim his love before their chance at happiness is gone? Even though he's an omega wolf, Luca Santiago has managed to turn himself into a wildly successful business tycoon, buying struggling hotels and making them profitable again. But things get complicated when a hotel he's trying to buy belongs to the family of alpha wolf Griffin Kent. Griffin won his heart years ago...before leaving him to join the military. He's the one man Luca has never been able to forget. Once again, Luca is helpless to resist Griffin's alpha charms. The wolf shifter effortlessly
brings out all the omega traits Luca has hidden away to achieve success. Their passion blazes up from where they'd left off, but loving Griffin brings out all Luca's vulnerabilities again, and after a scorching-hot night together, everything in his life is about to change forever. After Griffin was wounded and honorably discharged from the military, he returned to his hometown to care for his ailing parents. Griffin is a different man now, struggling with his own demons and under pressure to conform to the burdens of an alpha. His father refuses to sell the family hotels because he
wants his son to take over his legacy. Griffin doesn't want anything to do with the business. What he wants is Luca, and this time, he's going to keep him. But when Luca ends up pregnant with Griffin's child, he fears he's not ready to be a father because of his wounds and past mistakes. He's already lost Luca once, and it's looking as if his fears of being a bad father might be driving Luca away again. And this time, he's not sure his heart can take losing the omega he's come to love... Reader note: contains M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters, hot romance elements, and male male love
Sawyer thought the secret he's been hiding could tear his world apart. But it's nothing compared to what's coming, which may see everything he knows literally turned to ash.With the first full moon of the New Year, Sawyer learned he was pregnant. Torn in two as he tries to decide whether to keep it, he tells no one, not even Elliot. But a far worse storm is coming, heralded by a strange encounter on the mountain, and the arrival of a caravan of other shifters, seeking sanctuary in pack territory. A war that's been raging since the universe began is coming to a head, and the final
battle will be fought over the pack's mountain. Sawyer and his unborn child are caught in the middle, unwillingly becoming the point on which the tides of war will turn. Both sides race to trick, seduce, or destroy him, while Elliot becomes ever more distant, crumbling under the pressure of being Alpha. Will Sawyer give up everything to end the war? Choose the safety of himself and his child above the world? Or just turn and run and forget the consequences? No matter who wins, the world will end. All that remains to be seen is if it will end in ice, or fire...Please Note: This book
contains adult language & steamy adult activities, it is intended for 18+ Adults Only. Novel, approximately 88,000 words in length. HEA (happy ever after ending). Does not end with a "cliffhanger." Themes include: Paranormal Romance, werewolves, shifters, ABO, dark, mpreg, Happy Ever After
One is accused. One is betrayed. One is a killer. Midwife-apprentice, Kyle's sheltered world is shattered when a patient's mate flies into a murderous rage and attacks him. Kyle is rescued by a handsome alpha visitor, but as attraction blazes between the two men, and they fall into each other's dreams, what starts as lust becomes something impossible. Kyle is a beta. He can't be an alpha's true mate. And yet, what else explains their connection? Pine Creek Lake alpha, Shadow isn't looking for his true mate when he stumbles across a beta being attacked in the middle of the night. But
when a simple rescue reveals a chain of possible murders, Shadow must learn the truth about the man in his dreams before it's too late. Something is driving alphas in the Blackcreek pack to rage and die young. Is Kyle as ignorant as he pretends, or is he hiding a dangerous secret? As Kyle and Shadow work together to discover the truth, both men are forced to question their deepest assumptions about themselves and each other. Are they fated mates? Is Kyle living a lie? And when the truth is revealed, will Kyle have the courage to face it before Shadow suffers the same death as
the others? Find out in Omega Shadow, Book 3 of the Pine Creek Lake Den series, an action-packed Mpreg romance with a happily ever after to melt your heart. Fast paced. Sexy. No Cliffhanger. If you love Mpreg Omega werewolf romance with life-or-death action, knotting, babies, and hawtness, start reading Omega Shadow, Book 3 of the Pine Creek Lake Den series, today!
One is ruthless. One is deceived. One will win. An alpha of the Pine Creek Lake pack killed Devon's father. But when Devon discovers his true mate amongst his enemies, will a forbidden love force Devon to choose between his pack and his heart? Seeing the love of his life choose another, Zeke faces a bleak future as an omega with no hope of a mate. But when he stumbles into the arms of a strange and handsome alpha, is this a second chance for a happy ending? Or will he be cast aside...again? Star-crossed mates must make the ultimate sacrifice to save each other. Omega
Sacrifice is a fast-paced, satisfying omegaverse werewolf romance that will leave you hot and bothered with a happily ever after to melt your heart. Short. Sweet. Steamy. No Cliffhanger. If you love Mpreg Omega werewolf romance with knotting, true mates, and hawtness, start reading Omega Sacrifice, Book 2 of the Pine Creek Lake pack series, today! Great if you enjoy mpreg, mpreg romance, gay mpreg, mpreg 2019, mpreg paperback, gay mpreg romance, mm mpreg, portville mpreg, mmm mpreg, mpreg romance paperback, mpreg nonshifter mm, mpreg romance books, new
mpreg romance, mpreg shifter romance, mm mpreg romance, mpreg gay books, gay paranormal mpreg, omegaverse mpreg, gay mpreg romance books, mpreg books google play, mm omegaverse mpreg, mpreg , omega mpreg, mpreg 2018, mpreg books, mpreg romance books, mpreg dark, gay mm mpreg romance, dragon mpreg, knot mpreg, mpreg, forced mpreg, mpreg bundle, mpreg omega, mpreg movie, mpreg shifter, mpreg shifter romance , daddy mpreg, vampire mpreg, valentine mpreg, alien mpreg, gay shifter mpreg, mpreg manga, shifter mpreg, mpreg romance books,
mpreg romance , mpreg fantasy, mpreg alpha, mpreg gods, paranormal mpreg, mpreg cafe, yaoi mpreg, mpreg birth, non-shifter omegaverse m/m mpreg romance, audible mpreg, knotting mpreg, mpreg knotting, gay romance mpreg, nonshifter mpreg, mpreg breeding, mpreg billionaire, mpreg forced, mpreg romance books, omegaverse mpreg forced, mpreg omegaverse, stepbrother mpreg, mpreg scifi, mpreg mmm, gay mm mpreg, mpreg box set, omega romance mpreg, wolf shifter mpreg, omega mpreg romance, mpreg romance google, non-shifter mpreg romance, unlimited
mpreg, mpreg nonshifter, books mpreg, mm shifter mpreg knotting, mpreg romance, alien mpreg romance, omegaverse mpreg wolves, mpreg gay romance, mpreg books, mm shifter mpreg romance, mpreg romance audiobook, mpreg non shifter, shifter mpreg romance, mm mpreg alian warrior, romance mpreg, mpreg short stories, romance mpreg, mpreg second chance, omega mpreg knotting, shifter romance mpreg, mpreg omega auction, twin millionaires mpreg, mpreg dragon shifter, mm romance mpreg, navy seal mpreg, mpreg secret baby, mpreg romance may december,
mpreg, omegaverse mpreg, audible mpreg books, non shifter mpreg romance, mpreg gay shifter romance, best mpreg books, mm mpreg shifter alpha omega, mpreg romance e, interracial mpreg romance, andrew burns mpreg, omegaverse dark romance mpreg, audible books mpreg, shifter romance mpreg , mpreg gay romance series, omegaverse mpreg dark romance, taboo mpreg, google book mpreg, mpreg marriage of convenience, best books mpreg, gay romance and gay mpreg romance, book mpreg romance, hell bound an mpreg urban fantasy romance jaime young, baby
doctor an mpreg, taboo pregnancy mpreg romance books, best gay mpreg romance, abduction a mpreg, alpha and omega nonshifter mpreg, and other great omegaverse stories.
Omega Challenge
A Weird Girls Novel
Sealed with a Curse
Sinister Love
M/M Fantasy Romance
OMEGA SHADOW: PINE CREEK LAKE DEN SERIES
Having decided to make omega rights activism his new career, Chad jumps in head first... though not everyone appreciates his efforts.***"Who is your alpha?" Peter asks, walking closer. Chad takes an involuntary step back, Peter's word infused with the full authority of his dominance. It feels like he can't breathe. "You are," Chad says, forcing the words out. Peter grins, proud and possessive. "And are you going to be good for your alpha?"Peter grabs Chad's chin, tilting his head up, squeezing Chad's cheeks as they stand chest to chest. Chad tries to nod, too overcome to speak, but
Peter's hold on his chin prevents it. "Yes, alpha," he says, the words coming out like a moan. "Good boy." Chad closes his eyes, surrendering to Peter's control. It feels amazing, like he can finally let go and relax. Peter will catch him no matter how hard he falls...
A famous Hollywood omega. A hard-ass alpha SEAL. A PR assignment from hell. Kurt McNeil is a rising Hollywood star. A handsome omega, he's got a new guy on his arm every week. He's got it made - except that he's still reeling from a betrayal that cost him everything. Dom Van Heel is proud of what it means to be a SEAL, but when his platoon is assigned to babysit a Hollywood hot shot for PR, he's furious. Yet sparks and sheets fly when Kurt and Dom hit it off at a party, and neither realizes just how drastically their lives will change. When a baby is thrown into the mix, can the
two men navigate these new and frightening waters? This 77,000-word gay mpreg romance is overflowing with hot and steamy scenes of romantic passion. Adults only!
Both will betray the pack. Can they save each other? In the Louisiana bayou, the bond between alpha and omega burns hot and dangerous. Kevin was a beautiful contradiction of vulnerability and fury wrapped in pure sex appeal. It was all I could do to hold my wolf in check. If I pushed too hard, I'd lose. I couldn't afford to lose Kevin. Already, this omega had become precious. I hadn't come here to find a mate. That didn't matter. The omega was mine and I was his, whether we liked it or not. His name was Blaze, and Kevin was playing with fire. Our eyes met. It was just dinner. Blaze
kept to the boundaries of our agreement, but I wanted more. I'd never felt this way about an alpha. Blaze was everything I wanted and everything I couldn't have. Alpha Blaze is an action-packed mpreg romance novel of 64,000 words with hot werewolf bikers, bad language, smutty-times, knotting, and men who get pregnant. Warning: this book contains a tough-as-nails omega struggling to overcome a painful past (incl. rape trauma and miscarriage) and a strong, sensitive alpha who will do anything to win his omega's heart. If you love your mpreg romance with a dollop of angst and a
healthy helping of action, start reading Alpha Blaze today!
Dylan's mission: assist his Navy SEAL team as they infiltrate enemy territory and gather Intel on the new shifter pack called the Shadow Pack through distant observation. Blake's mission: infiltrate and live within the Shadow Pack and gather any useful information and data from the inside as one of them. One is a SEAL, and the other is a spy. Their missions were never supposed to cross, yet one fateful accident during a full moon intertwines their fates. Dylan finds himself in the middle of the Shadow Pack and under the charade that he's Blake's mate. They must learn to live and work
together, or risk exposing both of their covers, and Dylan's team. Blake is charming, flirty, cocky, and irritating; yet Dylan finds himself strangely drawn to the man. Blake's strength of will and patience are put to the test, but Blake is patient, and he's not willing to give up so easily.DISCLAIMER: FOR MATURE AUDIENCE ONLY 18+
Alpha Stepbrother (Omegaverse Nonshifter Mpreg MM Romance)
The Groovy Alpha
Sealing His Fate
Omega Sacrifice
A Gay Shifter Romance
Initiation

Petty Officer Neo “2-Stroke” Teller and Officer Chrysanthe Steele have been taken by ruthless people who will stop at nothing to get what they want. 2-Stroke and Chry are trying to survive as they work to escape. During this time, 2-Stroke finds that he is reconnecting to emotions, memories, and relationships that he’d thought he’d left in the past. Could working through them all bring him back to himself, teach him something new, and lay to rest old ghosts. And can he reconnect with the woman he’d left behind from all the turmoil of the past? Chry and 2-Stroke have history and their attraction got the better of
them while captured, but while on the run after escaping, they draw even closer together and their revelations about each other begin to become clear. As their enemies close in for the kill, their only hope in in relying on each other. Can 2-Stroke trust her and open up about his past and let her in to help, or will he try to handle everything alone, effectively ruining any chances they have of finding forever with each other?
The Joining is a rare gift, binding an alpha and omega for life. But when Kyle and Aidan are bound together, they wonder if destiny has gotten it right this time around. Kyle has always been a survivor. After losing his own pack at a young age, the orphan has managed to build a decent life for himself inside the Sept of the Green Isle. As apprentice to a quirky shaman, the reclusive omega has come to accept that he will probably always be a lone wolf. When Aidan, a decorated war hero, returns seeking new members for his pack, the sept erupts with werewolves trying to get the handsome alpha's attention.
Everyone, that is, except Kyle. But fate steps in with an unexpected surprise, and the stubborn omega and arrogant alpha will have to try and make peace with one another before it's too late! Bonded By Fate is the first book in the Hearts Desire series. With graphic details, passionate encounters, and sexy men, this gay shifter romance will have your own inner wolf howling at the moon! 18+ readers only please. Can be read as a standalone. Find out if enemies can become lovers by getting your copy today!
Hopefully the death of his wolf will give Timothy the life he's always wanted. Timothy has spent his entire life being told he isn't strong enough. In a desperate, last ditch effort to earn his father's approval, the young omega enlists in a training camp for the special wolf forces branch of the military. But when everything goes wrong, Timothy decides it might be time to cut ties with his wolf side forever. Christopher has spent his entire life trying to prove he's the strongest. He's worked hard to rise through the ranks of the military, building walls around himself to make him untouchable. All he wants is to protect those he
cares about and lead a pack as a strong alpha. The special wolf forces seems like the perfect opportunity to do that. Four years ago, Timothy and Christopher's worlds collided, and one night changed the course of their lives forever. Brought together and broken apart, their paths cross again four years later. Full of guilt, hurt, and with misunderstanding thick between them, their reunion isn't an easy one. Timothy never intended to see Christopher again, and while Christopher is ecstatic to be reunited, there's just one problem; Timothy is pregnant and has no idea who the father is.
An omega wolf has a chance at the greatest prize ever—the love of an alpha king… Darius Voss, the powerful alpha king of the shifter nation of Andernburg, thought his palace was impenetrable. So imagine his surprise when he enters his bedchamber and finds a thief looting the family jewels. The little American looks nothing like a criminal. He's small, lithe, and delicately beautiful—and he's an omega wolf. Despite his better judgment, Darius is enamored with the cheeky omega and decides to show him mercy instead of a dungeon. But some nobles aren't as amused by the little thief's antics. Or by Darius's taste in
companions. Johnny Hughes is stuck in Andernburg after his money and passport are stolen by thugs who put him in the hospital for what he is. And now, it's either steal or starve. He knows his relationship with the gorgeous alpha king is pure sport, but he'd be a fool to turn down accommodations like these…for as long as the king finds him amusing. And if he's falling in love with the king? No one ever needs to know. Especially not Darius. Or the nobles who believe that a common omega—and a thief—is cheating them out of the power they want for themselves. But when a reckless night of passion leaves Johnny
with child, everything becomes far more real. Darius is bound by duty to the realm and beset by betrothals from noble wolf packs vying for a royal match for their daughters. But the kingdom will never yield that honor to an omega, much less allow one to bear the king's heir… Reader note: contains M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters, hot romance elements, protective alphas and cheeky omegas, and male male love
Reclaiming His Omega: MM Alpha/Omega Shifter Mpreg
The Reluctant Alpha
Kid Chaos
M/M Wolf Shifter Mpreg Paranormal Romance
Bonded by Fate
Red Hot Daddy

An alpha prince ready to find his fated mate. A Selkie who wishes he wasn't omega-born... Unlike his brothers, Prince Adrian, the dutiful second-born son to the King of the North, looks forward to finding his true mate and producing an heir. Until he stumbles across a beta guard with an enticing scent. Del never wanted to be an omega. All his life, he's only wanted one thing: to serve as
a Royal Guard. Though forbidden, he found a concoction to mask his omega scent and was successful until his dwindling supply caused the alpha prince to discover his deception. Rian not only breaks every cherished royal tradition, but ends up hiding Del until he can figure out the reason for the attraction between them. However, one selfish mistake puts them in a precarious position they
can't escape. Their reckless actions have them worried they'll be banished from the Selkie community. Rian needs a plan to convince his father to accept his mate before he has to risk everything he's ever known and loved for their future. Because, no matter what the king says, Rian will not give up Del. Note: A 60k-plus word m/m shifter mpreg story, this is the second book in the Royal
Alpha series. Due to the "knotty" times in this book, it is recommended for mature readers only. It can be read as a standalone and, of course, has an HEA.
Welcome to Drake Street. A cultural hub where artists, performers (and a few manic depressives) have found their home, or at least, their haven. Konrad According to my benefactor, Clara Anaheim, I'm the most exciting thing that's about to happen to the art world, and Drake Street. As a dragon shifter, I'm also part of Drake Street's underground flight, Clara's very own dragon community
of needy outcasts. Being an artist isn't glamorous. A new guy every other night, attracted to my art and not me. No one to reassure me that my art isn't as empty as the dozens of wine bottles scattered around my apartment... When Shaeffer arrives at Drake Street, I'm sure he's just like the others. His eyes light up when he looks at my art, and at me, but I can't trust it, I've been down
this road before. Shaeffer On Drake Street, I've been able to make myself into something I've always dreamed. My past, the old Shaeffer, is all behind me. I don't have many friends and no family. Here on Drake Street, I'm alone, surrounded by beauty, culture-and him. Modeling isn't fulfilling, but it pays well and I'm wanted... but not for who I am. I can hide behind this faade easily
enough, and I'll never let anyone close enough to hurt me. But there's something about Konrad that makes me want to demolish all those walls I've spent so much time building. When an accident with a pyrotechnic display leaves Drake Street's most promising talent blind, Clara calls for the community to rally behind him. But Shaeffer is the only one who volunteers to care for the injured
dragon. Can these two wounded souls work together to forget the past? Or will old hurts drive them apart...
A SEAL with a secret. A backdrop of war and redemption.Omega Ben Michaud gave up his life of privilege when his fianc died. As a surgeon with the non-governmental organization Borderless, he travels between war zones patching up bodies torn apart by human cruelty. When he's taken hostage, he figures it's just one of the risks he accepted when he took the job. Alpha Navy SEAL Dave Hopper
isn't impressed by guys who get taken hostage without a fight, nor by doctors who've had everything in life handed to them on a platter - no matter how beautiful. He definitely has no time for so-called "Hollywood royalty". A chance encounter has them admitting they might have more in common than they thought as cultures clash in SEAL of Trust. This tense and simmering 80,000-word
omegaverse tale contains explicit scenes of alpha/omega gay paranormal romance. Adults only!
A lonely omega. An ageing alpha. Valen's an alpha, too, and he wants them both. Sam Brentwood had everything... and he's lost it all. At eighteen, he left the love of his life. At nineteen, he miscarried Valen's baby. These days, Sam's hidden his heart away, working multiple jobs to afford a house. Valen Tolstoy has a secret-two, actually. One: he's never stopped missing his omega. Two:
he's dating the station's second-in-command. Harris is two decades older than Valen, richer and better than Valen can possibly be. Sooner or later, Harris will realize Valen's not worth hanging around, and he'll leave. Ten years ago, Harrison Fields lost his family. Afraid of risking his heart with another omega, he's tumbled into bed with someone just as risky-his subordinate, the fire
chief's son. But Valen is young, rough, and they don't always get along. So Harris hires a private instructor, hoping to tighten their relationship. To Valen's shock, the chef Harris hires... is the omega who left him, the only omega he's ever loved. Worse, Sam's in heat, and it flings Valen into a rut. When the embers from their steamy night cool, Sam discovers that he's pregnant with
Valen's child. Afraid of a relationship, he tries backing away-only to find that the two alphas he met... won't let him go.
Omega's Hope
The Blind Dragon
The Selkie Prince and His Omega Guard
The Blood Legacy Chronicles: the Complete Series
Sailing Deep
Seal of Trust
Justin knows he's a lucky guy. He might live with his parents and work at their winery, but he's an omega living in a community of alphas and omegas. He doesn't have to hide who he is, he's got a great job doing something that he loves and he lives in some of the most beautiful country in the world. The problem is that once Aaron, a local alpha, declared his interest, none of the other local alphas were willing to get in Aaron's way. It doesn't matter that Justin's not interested in Aaron; as long as Aaron refuses to take
Justin's "no" for an answer, Justin will have to stay single. When an injured alpha staggers in, carrying a small child with him, Justin isn't thinking about mating or about Aaron. He thinks that Eric is someone who needs help. Eric has escaped something terrible down in West Virginia, and lost his mate in the process. If Justin gets a little attached, that's only natural. When Aaron's jealousy starts to endanger Eric and his child, will Justin have to make a desperate choice to save them?
Accidentally Wolf For veterinarian Cora Welch, being bitten by a young injured wolf wasn't the best day of her life, nor the raging fever that followed. However, finding herself faced with a naked man proved even more than she had ever bargained for. Zayn couldn't believe what his inner wolf was telling him when he first saw the human doctor Cora, standing in nothing but a towel. The last thing he wanted was a mate, especially an accidental one. And at a time when danger seemed to be coming at the Mystic Pack from
an unknown source, it just wasn't in his plans. All he had to do was get Cora through the fever, keep her safe from the other pack, and keep his fangs to himself. But nobody told him he'd have to fight a mating urge so strong within himself, that it was a losing battle. Now, he has to explain to Cora that he accidentally marked her for a second time, making her just like him. Cora knew something was not right in her world the moment she wanted to climb her rescuer like a tree. Hearing Zayn tell her she was now a
werewolf, like him and his pack, she realized she now had a home. If her new mate still wanted her after he heard about her family, Cora knew she'd be happy to be an accidental wolf. His Perfect Wolf Niall Malik is alpha of the Mystic Wolves. His life revolved around protecting his pack and son. He planned to do this alone until finding an injured woman who stirred more than just his lust. When Alaina Strop woke in the tattooed arms of a strange wolf shifter, all she could think of was getting closer. Having no memory
was a small thing compared to the feelings she had for the growling man. Before she could give her mind and body to him, she needed to find out who she was, and be sure she didn't belong to another. Though deep in her soul, she knew she was Nialls. Danger came to Mystic as Alaina's memory returned and her father came to claim her for another wolf. But Niall, the big bad alpha, had found his perfect wolf, and wasn't about to let her go, no matter the cost.
He married a man he had never met. The worst thing he could do was fall in love... Prince Suriya never expected to marry. When his beloved sister dies shortly before her wedding, he agrees to take her place and marry a man he's never met. As consort, he has one duty: to produce an heir for his husband and seal the alliance his people so desperately need. But Suriya carries a secret that holds him back from bonding with his new alpha, even as Emperor Kenosi proves to be far more kind, patient, and handsome than
Suriya dared to dream. Alone in a strange country, Suriya struggles with the demands of duty and the increasingly urgent needs of his heart as his secret threatens both his nation's safety and his own future. After all, what use is a consort who can't bear a child? This MM non-shifter omegaverse romance features an arranged marriage, a gentle alpha, an age gap, discussion of mpreg, and a happy ending.
Fate doesn't use dating apps to pair true mates...except when it does.Human Omega Colin Soames has finally made it. Investors are clamoring for his new hit dating app and then things get weird. Now he's on a mission to figure out who's co-opting his app and why; by going undercover as a potential date. Little does he know that the oddities he discovered weren't designed to sabotage the app as he first thought. No. Shifters have figured out a way to use it incognito, and he's about to go on a date with one. If only he
knew shifters existed outside of fiction.Pack Alpha Bentley Shaw likes being single. He doesn't have to answer to anyone but his pack. He likes it that way even if he is lonely and even if his wolf is restless. Why bother putting your heart out there if you are only going to get hurt? But one drunken night he lets his Beta talk him into trying the new dating app all the shifters are using-just once. How bad could one date be? It couldn't be worse than the time he tried to date a human-except that's exactly what Love and Hate
sends him. Sparks fly, feelings grow, and their worlds are turned upside down in the very best of ways.Matched To His Wolf is the first book in the sweet with knotty heat Dates of Our Lives M/M Mpreg Shifter Dating App romance brought to you by the popular co-writing duo of Lorelei M Hart and Colbie Dunbar. It features a human who stumbles into a world he never knew existed thanks to a silly little soap opera, an alpha who didn't want to date-full stop, two powerful men trying to figure out how to come together as
one, and an adorable baby. If you like your shifters hawt, your omegas strong, your mpreg with heart, and your HEAs complete with true mates and a bundle of joy, one-click today.
Mesothorium
A MM Shifter Romance
An M/M Mpreg Shifter Dating App Romance
Seal and Deliver
An MM Mpreg Shifter Romance
If It's Only Love
U.S. Navy SEAL Ashe “Kid Chaos” Wilder doesn’t do sedate, so packing a novel and namby-pamby sunscreen for a Caribbean vacation doesn’t float his boat. Instead, he’s going to ride down the world’s most dangerous road on a mountain bike through the treacherous Andes in the wilds of Bolivia. His now ex-girlfriend thinks that he is much too crazy for her, and, sadly Ashe hasn’t found the right woman to understand or tolerate his daredevil proclivities until he runs smack dab into
Paige Sinclair. She’s not only as audacious as he is, but their chemistry is off the charts. NCIS agent Paige Sinclair is undercover in La Paz, Bolivia. She’s been tasked with investigating one of the co-owners, a former CIA operator, of a tour company for his possible involvement in arms theft that left two MPs dead. When she meets Ashe, and sparks fly, she loses her head and has a thing with him, not expecting it would go anywhere, her job took up all her time. Except when the
investigation heats up, she’s thrilled to have a well-trained Navy SEAL covering her back. As they join in battle to find the weapons and stop the bad guys from selling them to terrorists, those sparks turn into a flame that could heat up the Andes.
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Access Free Alpha's Seal: An MM Mpreg Romance (The Blood Legacy Chronicles Book 7)
When the Wird sisters blow up a vampire in self-defense, exposing a plague among the vampires of Tahoe, Celia Wird reluctantly agrees to help Misha, the leader of the infected vampire family, which garners the ire of Aric, the head of the werewolf pack who is determined to destroy Misha. Original. A first novel. 50,000 first printing.
One is forsworn. One is forsaken. One will pay. Noah and Luther are in love. The problem, Luther is a beta, Noah is an omega, and their mating is forbidden. Worse, if Noah can't find an acceptable alpha in the next three days, he will have no choice but to mate with Raymond, an alpha he despises. Then Arthur arrives, and everything falls apart. Arthur is an alpha with a secret. He and his mother were betrayed, and both wear the mark of it. Now, Arthur will stop at nothing to make the alpha
who cursed them pay. Now, with revenge in his teeth, Arthur's own body betrays him. Twice. Will Arthur sacrifice love and happiness for vengeance? Or will he choose another path? Find out in Omega Challenge an action-packed Omegaverse romance. This is a short book set prior to the events of the other three books of the Pine Creek Lake series. If you love shifters, mmm menage, alpha, omega, and beta dynamics, adventure, magic, and a touch of mpreg, grab Omega Challenge now!
A Navy SEAL. A vigilante warrior. A bizarre alliance with lasting consequences. Mal has been fighting terrorism and fascism in Europe since he was a child. It's a rough life, but he believes in his cause. He saves people every day, from terror attacks and worse. When he first encounters SEAL Team Twelve, they're an inconvenience - albeit a very attractive one. The next time he encounters them, they're in the same place, looking for the same crew. When Mal and his sister intervene to save
the SEALs' lives, he's thrown into a mission from which there is no turning back. Trent's an Alpha Navy man, from a long line of Navy men. Being a SEAL, though, is a new honor in the Kelly family. Trent feels the honor keenly, and he's proud to serve on the only all-alpha platoon. He's attracted to Omega Mal when they meet, but he tries to keep his passions to himself - until they just can't keep their hands off one another anymore. Mal and Trent's superiors forge an uneasy alliance,
throwing them back together for better or for worse. Just when Mal turns out to be pregnant, the SEALs are yanked home by internal politics. Will Mal and Trent's attempt to start a family together be doomed before it begins, or will they find a way back to each other? And what about the terrorist conspiracy they were supposed to be fighting? Hot and heavy passion meets sizzling action in this 100,000-word gay M/M mpreg romance novel, SEALing His Fate. Extra steamy scenes make this
story suitable for adults only.
Evan's Alphas
An MPREG Shifter Romance
Omegaverse Mpreg Fiction Novels (Alpha Omega Gay Romance)
2-Stroke
MM Romance Omegaverse Mpreg Series (Gay Romance)
Ruckus

Some rules are made to be broken. My name is Lucian Luck-but don't let it fool you. Fortune rarely smiles upon me. I've survived my hard-knock existence by the skin of my teeth. When a mistake puts me at death's door, I'm spirited away to Nitehelm's Wilderness Academy for shifters. The Wilds are a carnal place and the academy is no exception. Divided into four houses, the students make the rules-and here, only the strong survive. I can't tell if starting over in this strange world is a blessing or a curse. Yet when three powerful, handsome men from rival houses get their hands on me, I feel my luck start to change. There's only one problem: dating between houses is
forbidden. Saber, Renard, and Tiberius are hotter than I can handle, and when we collide, rules are broken and sparks fly. Each of them wants a piece of me, and I'm more than happy to share. But their companionship-and devotion-puts a target on my back. What's worse, I learn my mortal life was a lie-and unsurprisingly, the truth isn't any better. There's a monster inside of me, and if I don't learn how to control it, I can kiss my men and my new life goodbye. INITIATION is the first novella in Xya Olsen's My Harem Academia series. Follow Lucian and his mates as they claim and fight for their happily ever after. This story is filled with love, magic, action, steamy m/m(+)
scenes, and features harem and (in later books) mpreg. (Suitable for ages 18+)
Fate doesn't use dating apps to pair true mates...except when it does.Alpha Brad Galway is a hot successful lawyer and Beta of his Den with omegas throwing themselves at his feet. From the outside, it appears as though he has everything he could possibly desire. Inwardly, he has a bear clawing to get out-no longer willing to stand by and let his mate go unclaimed. But there's a problem with his bear's plan. Brad doesn't know who or where he is, just that they crossed paths in an airport over a year ago. If he doesn't figure out how to control his bear soon, he risks losing everything-including his life.Human omega Gabe Rafferty is excited to start his new job as a professor of
English Lit. Ever since a layover in an airport last year, he's felt like his luck has changed. He can't explain how or why...but something happened that day, and everything from that point was onward and upward. He just wishes he had someone to share it with.When Gabe is talked into using a dating app, he isn't expecting much until he stumbles onto profiles that are fixated on the TV series, Shifter World. And he definitely isn't anticipating the smoldering alpha who recaptures that feeling he experienced at the airport. Sparks fly, feelings grow, and their worlds are turned upside down in the very best of ways, but is it too late for Brad's bear?Matched To His Bear is the second
book in the sweet with knotty heat Dates of Our Lives, an M/M mpreg shifter dating app romance brought to you by the popular co-writing duo of Lorelei M Hart and Colbie Dunbar. It features a human who stumbles into a world he never knew existed thanks to a silly little soap opera, an alpha who is losing his humanity, a stalker bear who turns out to be more trouble than anyone could've suspected, and an adorable baby. If you like your shifters hawt, your omegas strong, your mpreg with heart, and your HEAs complete with true mates and a bundle of joy, one-click today.
An awkward, traumatized omega and a patient alpha determined to court him properly... fate has a way of righting old wrongs. Stolen from his mother's arms and reported stillborn at birth, Tom spent nearly twenty-one years in structured captivity with other stolen omegas. His brothers. A dozen omegas, each with a secret superpower, who now must learn a whole new skill-how to thrive in a modern world. Not every brother emerged from their past unscathed, and Tom had the worst of it. His key to survival was a healthy respect for rules. Now that he's free, he's still a little bit obsessive and a whole lot compulsive. He's got anxiety, fear of change... and a list of plans for his
future. None of which involved finding a fated mate. But if they had? His plans definitely wouldn't have been to meet his dream alpha while smelling of afterbirth and the blood of an enemy killed in defense of his pregnant brother-the same brother whose child he then had to deliver... post-shift and naked. If he'd been planning, if he'd made a list and checked it twice, Tom never could've designed an alpha more perfectly devoted than the delicious one fate put in front of him during one of the craziest days of his life... an alpha so patient, he insists on courting the skittish omega. The West Coast Wolves is an mpreg series about five alphas. A small pack of bikers who spent years
riding the highways and helping those in need until fate gave them each a pack to lead. This 85k full-length novel is Nick's story. Prepare yourself for a romantic courtship, a perfect first kiss, and more feels and giggles than you can handle. But then again, this is a Susi Hawke book so what else can you expect? Possible triggers for child abduction, trafficking both past and present, and haunting memories of past abuse that included both humiliation and the non-penetrative molestation of a teenager by a person in authority.
It's one thing to live the life you've always dreamed, but secrets have a way of ruining everything. Growing up rough has made Eli into the man (and wolf) he's always wanted to be. After a life on the streets in the hardest parts of the city, Eli's road to a place of respect in the community has been a rocky one, but one that he's proud of. Opening Wild Hearts Community Center with his best friend Hunter gave Eli a sense of purpose, and creating a space for youth growing up the same way he did has helped him carve out a slice of territory in the city and shelters the pack he calls family. But what makes it all worthwhile, is having Hunter by his side. But what Hunter doesn't
know, is that beneath years of friendship and camaraderie, Eli is hiding from something that could tear everything they've worked so hard to achieve to pieces. Unaware of his friend's deeply held secrets, Hunter is trying to live his own life, not knowing that every move he makes is breaking Eli's heart. Can Eli risk losing Hunter, and everything they've built together, or will he be strong enough to face his fears and reveal his heart. Either way, he'll have to defend everything he's built and hope that his heart won't be trampled along with his dreams. An Alpha's Heart is a steamy and growly m/m gay romance featuring hot shifter men working to better their community and live
their own truth. This book contains adult language, sensual scenes of gay sex and is best enjoyed by readers over the age of 18.
Mm
Two Alphas, One Omega
Matched To His Bear
Alpha Blaze
Mystic Wolves
The Emperor's Omega

From New York Times bestseller Lexi Ryan comes a sexy new standalone romance in the bestselling Boys of Jackson Harbor series. Meet single dad Easton Connor as he leaves the NFL and returns to Jackson Harbor to fight for another chance with the love of his life. *** I don’t regret much. Not my decision to enter the NFL draft before finishing college. Not fighting for custody of my daughter—even if, biologically speaking, it turns out she’s
not mine. And certainly not seducing my buddy’s little sister ten years ago. But when it comes to Shayleigh Jackson, my no-regrets attitude stops there. I screwed up royally where she’s concerned. Then I made another mistake when I let her shut me out of her life. Now after more than a decade living in different time zones, I’m coming home to Jackson Harbor. My first priority is keeping my daughter away from the media circus in Los
Angeles, but the moment I see Shay, I know something else brought me back here. Now I’ll stop at nothing to win her back. So what if she won’t speak to me? So what if she’s changed? So what if she’s fallen for some douchebag professor? I’ve never gotten over her, and I know she feels the same about me. I’ve let her go twice. I won’t make that mistake again. If It's Only Love and all other books in this series can be read as standalones,
but you'll enjoy reading them together. The Boys of Jackson Harbor 1 - The Wrong Kind of Love (Ethan’s story) 2 - Straight Up Love (Jake’s story) 3 - Dirty, Reckless Love (Levi’s story) 4 - Wrapped in Love (Brayden’s story) 5 - Crazy for Your Love (Carter’s story) 6 - If It’s Only Love (Shay’s story)
He was a drug I couldn't kick. I'd overdosed on him before. It didn't turn out well. I was stupid enough to let him crack my heart, in hopes we would fall off the same cliff together. No matter how much my idiotic heart wanted to love him, my head knew better. He didn't choose me. He chose her. That's where the problem started. Maybe that's how it should end.
Matched To His Wolf
M/M Mpreg Alpha Male Romance
Protecting Sam
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